In a number of important models (with periodic boundary conditions), the configurations occur in top. sectors, labelled by the top. charge Q ∈ Z Z.
Continuum (lattice) : continuous deformations of a conf. can never (only painfully) alter Q.
Top. susceptibility χ t = 1 V Q 2 − Q 2 , here : Q = 0 (P invariance)
Non-perturbative quantity ⇒ issue for lattice simulations.
Phenomenological relevance: Quantitative solution of the U(1) problem [Witten, Veneziano '79] 't Hooft: re-scale strong coupling as g 2 = g 2 s N c , for large N c , small g s • N f massless quark flavours
predicts M η ′ ∝ 1/ √ N c , no SSB for U(1) sym.
• For m u = m d = 0, m s > 0 : Fine lattices: top. sectors separated by high potential walls (→ ∞ in continuum limit).
Markov chain for small update steps: confined to one sector over a LONG computation time.
Extreme cases with light chiral quarks (also suppress top. transitions, and |Q|) long HMC histories entirely at Q = 0.
(ergodicity?) [Fukaya et al., '07, Aoki et al., '08, Borsanyi et al., '15] Can we still measure χ t ? Yes, we can, by indirect methods !
• Aoki-Fukaya-Hashimoto-Onogi '07: formula: exclusively for χ t :
Successful in a suitable regime * ; large V → tiny signal, to be extracted by all-to-all correlations.
[Tests in σ-models and 4d SU (2) Assume Gaussian distribution of top. charges,
well confirmed, up to lattice artifacts (see below)
face between slabs non-periodic)
Probability distribution (at fixed V , x, Q):
Measure q 2 , q ′ 2 at various x, fit to parabola ⇒ χ t
Quantum rotor (1d XY model)
Periodic time lattice t = 1 . . . L, angular variable φ t . Geometrical definition:
Lattice actions: Thermodynamic limit (L → ∞) known analytically for all three lattice actions; converges slowly, best for for small |Q|. q ′ 2 (x) for |Q| = 0, 1, 2 at t = 5t 0
x 0 and x 1: flat slabs involved, does not follow parabola; at x 0 : |deviation| ∝ e −c(t)x thin slab effect For 0.2 x 0.8 matches well (joint) fit to:
Result consistent with other methods:
.76(20) · 10 −5 direct 7.63(14) · 10 −5 slab method for |Q| ≤ 2 7.69(22) · 10 −5 AFHO method " " Fit to c 1 √ t + c 2 ⇒ c 2 = 0.003(18) i.e. compatible with const| t=0 = 0
